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Strongly coupled dusty plasma medium is often described as a viscoelastic fluid that retains its memory. In
a flowing dusty plasma medium, vortices of different sizes appear when the flow does not remain laminar.
The vortices also merge to transfer energy between different scales. In the present work, we study the effect
of viscoelasticity and compressibility over a localized vortex structure and multiple rotational vortexes in
a strongly coupled viscoelastic dusty plasma medium. In case of single rotating vortex flow, a transverse
wave is generated from the localized vortex source and the evolution time of generated waves is found to be
reduced due to finite viscoelasticity and compressibility of the medium. It is found that the viscoelasticity
suppresses the dispersion of vorticity. In the presence of multiple vortices, we find, the vortex mergers get
highly affected in the presence of memory effect of the fluid, and thus the dynamics of the medium gets
completely altered compared to a non-viscoelastic fluid. For a compressible fluid, viscoelasticity damps out
the energy in the sonic waves generated in the medium. Thus a highly viscoelastic and compressible fluid, in
some cases, behaves similarly to an incompressible viscoelastic fluid. The wave-front like rings propagate in
elliptical orbits keeping the footprint of the earlier position of the point-vortex. The rings collide with each
other even within the patch vortex region forming regions of high vorticity at the point of intersection and
pass through each other.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dusty plasma is a widely studied medium not only for
its huge applications in plasma physics1–8 but also for the
study and understanding of colloids and non-newtonian
fluids, like fluids with polymer concentration dynamics
e.g, Hyaluronan/hyaluronic acid which comprises long
and unbranched polymer of various concentration in
synovial fluid etc9. Dusty plasma is a medium where
the micron sized dust grains are immersed in a plasma
and the dust grains form sheaths around each of them
and collect a huge amount of negative charge from the
plasma due to the higher mobility of electrons. Thus the
charged dust particles interact between themselves very
strongly through a screened coulomb or Yukawa poten-
tial. In a typical experiment, gravitational force acting
on the dust particles gets balanced by the repulsive force
felt by the dust grains from the cathode placed below
the particles. Thus the dust grains get levitated in a
horizontal plane forming a two dimensional fluid sheet.
This offers a novel opportunity to study two dimensional
turbulence in a strongly correlated charged fluid medium.
The generalized hydrodynamic (GHD) model10–18 has
been proven to be one of the most successful models to
describe the dynamics of such a medium. The model
aptly takes care of the viscoelastic nature of the fluid
through an additional time-derivative in the momentum
equation. Recently experimental studies on flow related
problems in a dusty plasma medium have attracted a
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lot of interests because of its inherent richness.19–22 In
case of a flowing dusty plasma, the medium acts like a
viscoelastic fluid that possesses the features of memory
of the medium. For a non-laminar flow of this dust
fluid, eddies and vortices of different length scales get
generated23–26 and merge during the flow. These merg-
ers transfer energy through non-linear processes. For
a memory based fluid, the energy transfer process gets
significantly altered. The dynamics of such a viscoelastic
fluid in the presence of shear has been already found to
be quite different from that of a well-known Newtonian
fluid.13–17
The evolution of coherent localized vortex struc-
tures is a very fundamental problem in the field of
quasi-geotrophic and astrophysical phenomena27. In
case of a turbulent flow driven at any intermediate
scale, the merging of vortices producing larger vortex
structure, fundamentally bifurcates the study from its
three dimensional counterpart28. In two dimensions the
inverse cascade of energy towards large scales, offers a
completely different aspect of turbulence studied very
well, analytically and of late numerically28. The aspect
which is not that well-explored is - what happens when
there is a memory associated with the fluid. The visco-
elasticity alters the energy transfer mechanism from
scale to scale and thereby posing several challenging
questions in further understanding of such medium16.
For example, what happens to the rate of energy cascade
in a fully developed turbulence in visco-elastic fluids is
very hard to analyse. To answer this question, the basic
nonlinear vortex merger studies need to be performed
and well understood. Hence, in this work we primarily
focuss on a simpler version of the problem asking the
question that, how does different vortices time evolve
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2in a visco-elastic fluid and what are the length scales
associated with the assymmetric vortex mergers. We
single out a case of such asymmetric vortex merger
which is well studied in regular hydrodynamics29 and
study the time evolution of such processes delineating
the differences from the hydrodynamic one.
Experimental evidences of such two-dimensional fluid
phenomena that occur when intense, pointlike vortices
are placed within a diffuse, circular vortex, can be found
in earlier experimental works regarding the relaxation of
turbulent magnetised electron column31–34. Such vortex
merger processes for a non-viscoelastic neutral fluid are
extensively studied in past both at incompressible35,36
and compressible regimes29. In this report we study the
evolution dynamics of localized vortex flow and merging
of asymmetric vortices in a strongly coupled dusty
plasma where non-newtonian nature is prominent. In
present work, we study the effect of viscoelasticity and
compressibility over the single and multiple rotational
vortex in a strongly coupled viscoelastic medium similar
to dusty plasma. We found the propagtion of transverse
waves for the evolution of a single Gaussian vortex in
which viscoelasticity delays the generation of transverse
shear waves.
In the presence of multiple vortex flows, it was found
that the central patch vortex becomes unstable and
generates a “V” state through the excitation of surface
waves also called “Kelvin waves”. Then “filamentation”
process happen and extended “fingers” are drawn
out of the patch vortex29. At the non-linear phase,
the filaments “wave-break” and engulfs the vortices
generating some quasistationary vortex-hole pattern. In
this paper, first we reproduce the previously studied
case for a charged fluid with an almost non-viscoelastic
fluid (τm → 0 limit) . In case of a viscoelastic fluid, the
whole merger process is found to get altered and thereby
leading to completely new dynamics of the system.
The present paper has been divided in the following
sections. In the Sec. II the non-dimensionalized govern-
ing equation of strongly coupled dusty plasma has been
dealt with. In the Sec. III, simulation details and initial
condition of single and multiple vortex flows have been
explained. Sec. IV is for the discussion about the results
obatined by the nonlinear evolution of single Gaussian,
Rankine and multiple Rankine vortex patches. In the last
Sec. V, we summarize our results and important findings
of the work.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS (SET OF FLUID
EQUATIONS)
Strongly coupled dusty plasmas can be often mod-
elled by generalised hydrodynamics model17,37 within the
range of fluid limit (for 1 < Γ < Γc)
38, here Γc is the
liquid to solid phase transition point. We consider only
the dynamics of dust fluid medium and the background
plasma medium is considered to respond in Boltzmann-
like fashion. The set of non-dimensional nonlinear gen-
eralised hydrodynamics equations are as follows:
∂nd
∂t
+∇.(nd~U) = 0 (1)
∇2φ = nd + φ (2)
{
1 + τm
d
dt
}[
d~U
dt
− ~∇φ+ C
2
s
~∇nd
nd
]
= ν∇2~U (3)
In the above set of equations, ~U , τm, nd, Cs (C
2
s =
µdγdkBTd/ZdTi), and ν are velocity of the dust fluid,
viscoelastic coefficient, dust density, sound speed of the
system, and kinematic shear viscosity respectively. In the
present fluid model all equations are dimensionless and
the normalization quantities are given in table.I.
S.No Quantity Normalized quantity
1. Distance (r) r/λDmix
2. Time (t) tωpd
3. Potential (Φ) φe/kBTi
4. Density (nα0, α = e, i, d) nα0/Zdnd0
TABLE I. Table for normalized quantities. where length
λ2Dmix =
0kBTi
Zde
2nd0
' λ2Di, dust plasma frequency ωpd =
(Q2dnd0/0Md). Qd = Zde and Md are charge and mass of
single dust particle.
Note that for single dust grain, nd = δ~r. Hence Eq.2
yields Yukawa potential. Equation of state for dust fluid
is P = µdγdndkBTd, where µd and γd are compressibility
and adiabatic index (γd = cp/cv) respectively.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
To perform the computational fluid dynamics study of
grain medium, the above non-linear coupled set of fluid
equations have been solved numerically using pseudo
spectral method through FFTW libraries39. For this
purpose, a massively parallelized Advanced Generalised
SPECTral Code (AG-Spect) has been developed and
benchmarked against linear eigen value solver. Advanced
Generalized SPECTral Code (AG-Spect) is an efficient
tool to solve any set of coupled nonlinear partial differ-
ential equations.16,17. To remove the aliasing error, there
are several methods which one can use such as 32 -rule
40,
2
√
2
3 -rule,
41 2
3 -rule (zero-padding method)
42. In this code
zero-padding method has been used. The discretizations
in space and time are such that Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) condition is well satisfied. It is important to note
that, in this time-dependent numerical study, we have
3considered linearised Poisson’s equation for simplicity.
Nordsieck predictor-corrector method has been used for
time-stepping.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the present section, we study the single and multi-
ple vortex evolution dynamics in the presence of com-
pressibilty and viscoelasticity. For this purpose, we
chose Gaussian vortex, single Rankine and multiple small
Rankine vortex around a large Rankine vortex as initial
flow. It is known that the initial density profile can sig-
nificantly affect the dynamics of the fluid system.43,44
However, for the sake of simplicity, we consider a uni-
form density fluid (nd(x, y, 0) = nd0) only to start with.
A. Single rotatating vortex: Gaussian vortex
In the present study the localized Gaussian vortex
ω = ω0e
−(x2+y2), where ω0 = 5.0 has been considered
as initial input profile. Emergence and propagation of
transverse shear wave towards periodic boundaries have
been observed. In Fig. 1, the evolution of Gaussian
vorticity profile has been plotted for various values
of viscoelastic-coefficient (τm). It is evident from the
figure that the viscoelasticity delayed the generation of
transverse shear. To study the effect of viscoelasticity
over the vorticity, we plot in Fig. 2 the linear profile of
spatial vorticity for y = 0 axes with R = 2.0, various
τm and Mach number M = 0.4 at time t = 10.0.
Viscoelasticity suppresses the dispersion of vorticity and
vortex are more concentrated at the center. We also
study the effect of compressibility in Fig.3 and Fig.4. We
find compressibility does not show any such effect over
the outer-core of the vortex, however, the magnitude
of vorticity inside the outer-region has changed, which
is more clear in Fig.4. The total kinetic energy of the
system has also been studied for various values of τm and
the fixed value of Mach number M = 0.8. In Fig.5(a),
kinetic energy for various values of τm shows that
viscoelasticity reduces the dissipation due to viscosity.
For the lower τm value viscous dissipation dominates
and vortex energy decays as time evolves, however, for
higher viscoelasticiy τm = 5 and τm = 8 cases with
nonlinear saturation has also been observed.
Fig.5(b) is for the total kinetic energy with time plot
for various values of Mach number for τm = 5. In this
figure, it is evident that the compressibilty does not
show any significant changes. However, for a larger
value, a nonlinear saturation occurs for a short time
t = 2 − 6 where the viscous dissipation is compensated
by nonlinear terms. After time t = 6 the viscous
dissipation dominates. Small effect of compressibilty has
been observed (see the insert zoom plot in Fig. 5(b))
before and after nonlinear saturation regime.
In the next section, we study the effect of viscoelastic-
ity and compressibility on the single and multiple rota-
tional vortices.
B. Single rotating vortex: Rankine vortex
A single patch vortex (also known as “Rankine vor-
tex”) is a solution of a fluid without memory effects.
Thus when time evolved, the vortex remains stationary.
For a dusty plasma medium, a Rankine vortex gets de-
stabilized by itself and generates several patterns as the
time is evolved45 due to the effect of viscoelasticity. In
the following, we provide some snapshots of the evolution
of a single Rankine vortex in a viscoelastic fluid Fig. 6.
The effect of viscoelasticity is also found in the case of
a translational motion of a point vortex. Any point vor-
tex moves in time keeping an impression of the previous
position of the vortex itself. Thus the merger process of a
Rankine vortex and some point-like vortices in a strongly
coupled dusty plasma become completely different com-
pared to a neutral fluid merger process. Therefore in the
next section, we study a pre-arranged set of vortices of
two different radii and observe the merger process.
C. Multiple rotating vortices
We start with a central patch vortex of radius Rpa
and vorticity ωpa and Npv number of pre-arranged eq-
uispaced point-like vortices of vorticity ωpv around the
patch vortex at a distance Rpv from the center of the
patch vortex. The vorticity contour plot of this configu-
ration is shown in Fig. 7. From previous study32,35,46,47
it is known that Npv should be chosen below a critical
value (Npv = 7) to have persistent vortex hole pattern.
We also note
Rpv
Rpa
=
√
Npv
Npv−1 from earlier studies
35,46,47
and choose our parameters such that the frequencies gen-
erated do not get affected by choice of the ratio
Rpv
Rpa
and
still the point-like vortices can excite the Kelvin waves
on the surface of the patch vortex.
Using the above initial profiles, we proceed to simulate
the vortex merger problem discussed above using AG-
Spect code. We choose the system size to be big enough
so that, the finite size effect can be neglected. We keep
the value of ν small enough such that, we can isolate
the effect of viscoelasticity. For numerical purpose, we
further choose a finite radius of each point vortices as
dpv = 0.032
L
2 . We define the patch turnover time as
τD =
2pi
ωpa
= 2pi1 = 2pi. For further check, we compare our
results with identical parameter set (provided in Table II)
using another well-benchmarked code C-FD-2D29,30 for a
neutral fluid scenario having τm = 0. The code C-FD-2D
is an OpenMP parallel, pseudo-spectral code capable of
4FIG. 1. Gaussian vorticity profile in x−y plane for Reynolds number R = 2.0, Mach number M = 0.4, nd viscoelastic coefficient
top(τm = 1), middle (τm = 5), and bottom (τm = 10)
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FIG. 2. Linear profile of spatial vorticity for y = 0 axis with
R = 2.0, various τm and Mach number M = 0.4 at time
t = 10.0
simulating weakly compressible two dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations in conservative form, using Cartesian
co-ordinates with periodic boundary conditions. The
time solvers of C-FD-2D are explicit and the convergence
of the nonlinear test results are checked with Runge-
Kutta 4, Predictor-Corrector and Adams-Bashforth al-
gorithms. The de-aliasing technique used for C-FD-2D
to remove spurious Fourier components during the eval-
uation of nonlinear terms is zero-padding method. We
evolve the prearranged vortices in a system of area (4pi)2
with a resolution of 2562 grids with time-steps of 10−5.
We obtain the identical result with another run with grid
size 5122. This indicates the numerical convergence of
our results. For the rest of the paper, unless otherwise
indicated, we keep the grid resolution at 2562. The pa-
rameter regime for which we compare the results of the
two codes (AG-Spect and C-FD-2D) are given in the fol-
lowing table.
We found the results obtained from the two indepen-
dent codes both in the incompressible (M = 0.04) and
compressible (M = 0.4) limits to be quite satisfactory
[Fig 8].
We keep the above set of parameters identical through-
5M=0.04 M=0.4 M=0.8
FIG. 3. Gaussian vorticity profile in x− y plane. Effect of compressibility for M 6= 0, τm = 5.0, R = 2.0 at time t = 15.0
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FIG. 4. Linear profile of spatial vorticity for y = 0 axis with R = 2.0, various Mach number M and viscoelastic-coefficent
τm = 5.0.
Nx = Ny Lx = Ly dt Rpa Rpv Npv ωpa ωpv nd0
256 4pi 10−5 0.3L
2
0.4L
2
5 1 10 1
TABLE II. Parameter details for the benchmark of the code
C-FD-2D with AG-Spect. These parameters are kept identi-
cal throughout this report unless stated otherwise.
out our paper unless stated otherwise. Next we vary only
viscoelasticity via τm from 10
−4 to 5, keeping the trans-
verse speed constant (
√
ν
τm
= 1.412) and get the follow-
ing observations.
The effect of visco-elasticity is also found in the case of
translational motion of a point vortex. Any point vortex
moves in time keeping an impression of the previous po-
sition of the vortex itself. Thus the merger process of a
Rankine vortex and some point-like vortices in a strongly
coupled dusty plasma becomes completely different from
a neutral fluid merger process. Fig. 10 shows some ex-
amples of this effect.
1. Results for small memory
τm → 0 limit corresponds to fluid without the effect of
viscoelasticity. We time evolve the above set of equations
with the pre-arranged structure of vortices and observe
the merging quite similar to what was observed earlier
for a neutral fluid or a pure electron plasma35. Some
snapshots of time evolution of such a pre-arranged vortex
merger are given in Fig. 9 for Npv = 5, M = 0.04 τm =
10−3 and
√
ν
τm
= 0.447.
Due to the very small but non-zero value of τm
we observe weak transverse waves generated from the
point-like vortices populating the medium. The waves
propagate outwards from each of the point-like vortices
and collide with each other at the region of patch
vortex. The point-like vortices excite Kelvin waves at
the boundary of the patch vortex. The Kelvin waves
grow nonlinearly generating a “V” state. Then the
perturbation grows and generates filamentation in the
form of extended “fingers” from the patch vortex-the
filaments “wave-break” at later times. Kelvin waves,
being negative energy waves and the interaction between
the point-like vortices and the nearly circular patch
vortex being positive, the point like vortices get dragged
into the patch vortex. Further, they form a “vortex
crystal” along with some “holes” (region of zero vor-
ticity) within the distorted patch vortex. For τm = 0
and incompressible neutral fluid, it has been shown that
these vortex crystals are quite long-lived.35
The time evolution of kinetic energy is found to be
similar to what was observed earlier. The compressibility
effect was studied in detail at τm = 10
−4 and are found
to match with the previous results29. In general, com-
pressibility adds one more timescale - the sonic timescale
6(a)
(b)
FIG. 5. (a) Total Kinetic energy for various τm, R = 2, and
M = 0.8, (b) Total Kinetic energy for various Mach number
M and τm = 5.0.
- in the system. This delays the merger process and al-
lows the vortex crystal to melt down. The point - patch
vortex interaction gives rise to sonic waves that generate
several frequencies in the system. These frequencies are
found to be beats and the beats with the harmonics with
the natural frequency of the system. A detailed analy-
sis of these frequencies has been reported in an earlier
communication.29
2. Results for large memory
The dynamics of the pre-arranged vortex pattern in
a strongly coupled dusty plasma medium becomes com-
pletely different and gives birth of new patterns and pro-
cess of evolution as time progresses when the medium
possesses large viscoelasticity. Viscoelasticity introduces
another new timescale in the system. This affects the
whole dynamics of the system for a reasonably high value
of τm ∼ 10−2.
In case of a large value of τm, the transverse waves
arising out of the point-like vortices become more promi-
nent and form consecutive ring-like structures around the
point vortex. The structures propagate in time becom-
ing larger in radius and followed by other rings of smaller
radii. The center of the ring moves with the time in the
direction of flow, though it keeps an impression of the
previous position of the point-like vortex. Thus the rings
become elliptical in shape as time progresses. The ring
from one point-like vortex collides with another formed
from another point-like vortex. Some patterns of such
merger process are provided in Fig. 10.
The viscous effects acting on the dusty plasma take
away the kinetic energy of the system leading to an
overall decay trend in the Fig. 11(a). Here the transverse
speed
√
ν
τm
is kept constant (=
√
2) for different values
of τm. Thus, for higher values of τm the magnitude of
viscosity (ν) increases thereby leading to a faster fall in
the kinetic energy in Fig. 11(a)
The effect of compressibility on such a pre-arranged
vortex pattern in a neutral fluid was studied earlier.29
Here, we study the effect of compressibility on the same
vortex structure for a viscoelastic dusty plasma. The
transverse wave speed ( ντm = 1.412) has been kept
constant. The kinetic energy for different values of τm
is shown in Fig. 11(b). The fall in kinetic energy for
higher values of τm is identical to that observed for the
incompressible case. But we observe some oscillations
in the kinetic energy for τm = 10
−4 and 10−2. The
oscillations are less prominent for τm = 10
−1 and almost
no oscillation can be found for τm = 1. We detrend the
compressible kinetic energy data from the incompressible
one and remove the viscous dissipation for all values
of τm. Further Fourier transform of the kinetic energy
data has been done (using FFTW library39) for different
values of τm. The Fourier transform of the detrended
kinetic energy for M = 0.4 is plotted in Fig. 12. For
τm = 10
−4 and 10−2 five prominent peaks are observed.
The power of the peaks are little less for τm = 10
−2
than τm = 10
−4. For τm → 0, the origin of the peaks
can be understood as the interaction of the point-like
vortices with the patch vortex. The natural frequency
of the sonic wave can be matched with the first peak of
the frequency spectrum in Fig. 12. The other four peaks
are the harmonics and the beats with the harmonics.
For τm = 10
−1 a sharp fall in the power of the peaks
is observed compared to lower values of τm. Finally,
for τm = 1 we do not observe any noteworthy peak in
the kinetic energy spectrum. This helps us to conclude
that, for a fixed Mach number (M = 0.4) the frequencies
generated in the time evolution of total kinetic energy
get suppress as the viscoelasticity (τm) is increased. In
Fig. 13 the time evolution of the prearranged vortex
merger with Npv = 5, M = 0.4 and
√
ν/τm = 1.412.
The first, second, third, fourth and fifth rows indicates
τm = 10
−2, 10−1, 1, 3, 5 respectively. To fix the value
of
√
ν/τm value for each values of τm, we change the
7FIG. 6. (Color online) Time evolution of a Rankine vortex for τm = 5 (upper pannel) and 10 (lower pannel) with C
2
s = 354.945
and ω0 = 1.
FIG. 7. Vorticity contour plot of the initial profile. The pseu-
docolor bar indicates the strength of vorticity.
kinematic viscosity accordingly. Therefore, for larger
values of τm, ν is large and hence, leads to the fast
viscous dissipation and vortex mixing.
V. SUMMARY
To summarize, we reported on numerical results
obtained from the spatiotemporal evolution of localized
coherent vortex flow using generalized hydrodynamic
10 40 70 100
Frequency(ω)
0.5e−5
0.1e−4
1.5e−4
2.0e−4
P
ow
er
AGSpect code
C − FD − 2D code
FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison of natural frequency and
its harmonics as well as its beats with its harmonics from two
different codes, AGSpect (red solid line) with τm = 10
−4 and
C-FD-2D (blue dotted line) with τm = 0 and M = 0.4 for a
neutral fluid problem.
fluid model. In case of single rotating vortex flow
(Gaussian vortex), a transverse wave is generated from
the localized vortex source and due to viscoelasticity
and compressibility of the medium evolution time of
generated waves is found to be delayed. A single Rankine
vortex patch, which is a solution of Navier-Stokes fluids
has also been studied for various values of τm. In the
presence of finite viscoelasticity, a Rankine vortex gets
de-stabilized by itself and generates several patterns as
8the time is evolved.
We have also studied the time evolution of a pre-
arranged set of vortices of two different radii of vortices
and have observed the merger process. The merger phe-
nomena have been found to be strikingly different from
that of a non-viscoelastic fluid. Transverse waves aris-
ing out of the point-like vortices around the patch vortex
begin to expand and collide with each other giving rise
to regions of higher vorticity. The effect of viscoelastic-
ity is found to diminish the frequencies generated in a
compressible system. A similar study for different den-
sity and interaction potential can be a case of interesting
study in future. The central patch like dust vortex itself
gets destabilized even without the perturbation from the
point-like vortices. In the limit, τm → 0 some frills ap-
pear out of the point-like vortices. At-large τm the frills
get prominent and form wave-front like structures and
propagate in time.
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9FIG. 9. (Color online) Time evolution of the prearranged vortex merger with Npv = 5, M = 0.04, τm = 10
−3 and
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= 0.447.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Time evolution of the prearranged vortex merger with Npv = 5, M = 0.04, τm = 5 and
√
ν
τm
= 1.412.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Time evolution of total kinetic energy of the system for M = 0.04 and
√
ν/τm = 1.412, (b) Time
evolution of total kinetic energy of the system for M = 0.4 and
√
ν/τm = 1.412.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Frequency of kinetic energy for M = 0.4 and τm = 10
−4, 10−2, 10−1, 1.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Time evolution of the prearranged vortex merger with Npv = 5, M = 0.4 and
√
ν
τm
= 1.412 for grid
size 2562. The first, second, third, fourth, and fifth rows indicates τm = 10
−2, 10−1, 1, 3, 5 respectively.
